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ABSTRACT
Since_educational criticism aims to reeducate

teachers' perception in order to improve or illuminate educational
practices, the audience's role is particularly important. In many
ways, the intended audience determines the evidence presented. The
evaluator Must write the criticism in language which is meaningful to
the audience (for example researchers, teachers, or lay_persons).
Because_the gap between the concerns and the language of teachers and
researchers is so wide,_the educational_critic who writes for
teachers must rethink his or her communication_with the audience.
Educational criticism differs from artistic criticism because the
critic is_not an aloof critic of a completed work; the sustained
contact with teachers enhances collegiality rather than distance; and
the critic aims to instigate change._Criticism grounded in an
individual teacher's concerns would detect nuances in progress and
would reeducate the teacher's perceptions over the course of the
visits. For a report on a teacher's skill deficiencies, :he
"connoisseur/critic" would consider the teacher's lived expe ience,
the patterns of his or her practices, and the demands for ac ion.
(GDC)
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"With language comes unc=lerstanding, and surely it is easier
to criticize people if you g.t5 not understand them" (William Foote
Whyte) (2),

Educational criticism (3) aitmos to reeducate the perceptions in ordr that

educational practice be improved c=, r illuminated. In this paper, I shall argue

that the critic's practical brief makes the audience's role particularly salient

in this mode of research and evaliLaation. Specifically, the intended audience in

many ways determines what counts s evidence. I want to explore what th-te

provision of "different evidence or different audiences" might mean fo= the kind

of feedback critics can provide nd for the role of the critic.

Educational criticism's aspiation to reeducate the perceptions naurally

leads to the question, "Whose perr_eptions?" It seems reasonable that, aiven

peoples' varying degrees of educai ional perceptiveness, each individual or group

would benefit from reeducation to a different degree or in different ways. The

educational critic, to some exteri , must decide whose perceptions coreducate

and how to reeducate them. When t.--7-riting for a lay audience for exampl , the

critic is likely to adopt a diffeent language from a criticism written for a

group of qualitative inquirers. Eri other words, the criticism is shaped to make

public what the connoisseur has scerned; but the critic can only make his or

her criticism "public" if it is ir _ form or language that makes sense to the
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intended public (or audience). The concerns and language of educa

practitioners and of educational researchers diverge radically. In these

circumstances, the evidence that makes "sense" to an audience of researchers nmy

not make "sense" to an audience teachers. And, what counts as evidence in one

case, may not in another case. I shall return to this point later.

Beyond what makes sense to an audience of course, there are ()the_ important

influences on the evidence the criti- gathers and reports. These influences

include the critic's frame of reference in data gathering and data analysis, and

the c ethical obligations to informants and others. Yet, when all is said

and done, there remains a multitude of apparently valid or at least plausible

interpretations of the evidence garnered in a qualitative study. The datademot

speak for themselves. As Robert Donmoyer observes, "meaning is not drawn fnm

the data (despite qualitative researchers' frequent talk of emergent findings),

but rather imposed on it" (4). He concludes, "members of the research commnity

-annot avoid questions of purp se" (5). And, in educational criticism, wemud

to ask, "whose purposes?"

Before proceeding with my line of argument, permit me a caveat. I wanto

draw a firm distinction between the provision of diff- ent evidence for different

audiences and the writing of multiple reports. The latter entails providingme

audience (say, a teacher) with one type of information and a more frank report to

another audience (say, an administrator who wishes to evaluate the teacher). In

other words, the substance of the evidence is altered on the basis of each

interested party's need and right to kno- e. In pa s, this decision is We,

according to Lee Gronbach and his associates, so that "the facts" are presented

"in a palatable manner" (7). Although I do not question that "facts" should be

presented in a "palatable manne- " and concede that all disclosure is necessarily

a selection from some universe, do question if the practice of multiple



reports i a proper ethica stanca. Multiple reports undoubtedly have

considera ble utility, but .Ls Ne1 Noddings writes, "it would see- downright

unethical to give teachers innocuous reports of their performance and amn pull

out all tale stops in a 'vi-J-id rendering, for research colleagues" (9). Thus the

view advoated in this papr should not be confused with more familiar argumants

for the povision of multi1e _eports.

Althouvugh the kind of 'different evidence for different audience ' that I am

adlNcatinA3 would have utilty, that is not primary reason for suggesting

Rather, I believe that the gap between the concerns and language of researchers

on the on hand, and teachrs on the other hand, is so wide that little

cornmunicaion occurs hetweri the two groups (10). It is akin --th only modest

exaggeraton, to what anthopologists describe as cross-cultural communication.

Toahers an preoccuppled with practical concerns of what will "work" in the

classroom (i1). Although esearchers often appeal for teachers to be reflective

about ther practice, it i researchers, not teachers, who have the time, reward

structure and energy for eflection. David Flinders' study of teachers'

curritulumi management revea_ is that even dedicated, experienced teachers have

little tir=e incentive, or .energy to reflect on their actions (12). The language

overheaLrA In the teachers' lounge at lunchti-e and the concerns that oat

language mxpresses, bears tra..a.rginal relationship to most of what is publ- hed in

education,m_ 1 research journa is.

In thkese circuamcances the educational critic who wr" _es for teachers needs

to rethinl= his communicatiat with audience. Criticism must be cast in terms of

the teachft x-s' wo* views---nd this often entails significantly different

concerns Forn the interests of academe (13). As Philip Jackson observes,
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ing theory into practice. But that i not

what we do at all. We put theory, r whatever you want to call the idea.s

transmit, int o _practitioners [his emphases]. " (14).

Thus fa I have laid out some factors that shape what counts as evidence in

educat onal riticism and suggested that the "language" of criticism muSt

approximate the "language" of the itended audience. Other eeducati. on of

the perceptictris , the aim of educatinal criticism, is unlikely to restat ( 5).

shall now corasider a hypothetical ia Lustration of the consequences of the view I

have advanced. - This par lcular example is hypothetical, but it is grounde...d in

actual probltn in curriculum practce: it involves a critic studying

elementary school teacher who has rsponsibility for teaching all the subj cts in

the cu The teacher lacks ubject-matter expertise i me Subject (16).

Consider- the following situ

II

an educational critic is studying v-the

operational c urri ulum in Ms. Ladd' sixth-grade classroom. Over the coure of

several weeks , the critic observes ihat the teacher manages the class well and

has dm opptortunity to witness that the operational curriculum in reading,

language arts and mathematics is sustantive. During the third veek of thewe

critic's vists, he observes a socil studies lesson for the first time. mis

Ladd has alr.ady men_ oned to the citic that she I- scant background in

geography but nonetheless, believs she teaches the subject satisfactoriLAy. As

the social studies lesson proceeds, the teacher reviews the concept of car=zlinal

directions. Repeatedly over the cot_Arse of this social studies lesson, the

teacher tells the 'children that "noth is at the top of the rnapD and refer

north as "up . " The critic knows tlit the social studies literature argues these

5



characterizations of nor hare in -ect: 11,Wupll rneart

the earth." The corr _ Zoe is: "north is in the tflf§

(17

51

Eer of

rth Pole"

After observing severdmor eagraplr lessons: n es a ent that Ms.

Ladd misunderstand5 many trIportant gographi% sk . The geography

curriculum is the poor teLation in Ladd't s class- 1 1oJer, this state of

affairs goes unnoticed (18), NeitHaur the r=-1. pal 'rot ',le -rents express

concern about the geographquirricLmilm. ike M trtem4 and reading, the

substance of a geography' cvricul mraseldom ewvoken rolhhterest beyond the

classroom door. Row can rtticisTh best be _ eridered-, ht evidence is

appropriate?

The traditional me

educational criticism

undersclying eclu -ticnQl amoisseurship and

f '1

forth. This metaphor sugesS a cnr-itic alooff fr

elevisual arts, music and so

Film critics, for

example, view the completeda A seseldom do rrthey vlOtt,or have any interest in

visiti_g, the set during shoting. gthougb Elliot tioner proposes that

educational criticism can N
. trzrued more tEbroadly, m teachers criticizing

other teachersin fact, few, if anty, such crcritioisrne. Wre been done (19). The

usual practice of edunatio=nl cUi..icjsm is ar-mr1 outsld%ritisually a researcher,

studying classrooms- This seggests-- several Inimitati-wisof the film critic

metaphor. First, the educational c=raic is r-mnot 11 alodobserver of a complted

artistic work. Rather, he Dwitileeassing a cretinuaLlanfolding series of

events. Second, the critiessusfaAxined contaact with unhers more likely

nurtures collegiality than dot Ace-- Third, aduc lialcriticism, unlike the

usual aspiration of film oalticis0 not only aims o xoducate the perceptions

but also to instigate desixdie clla. nos in thrne object dcriticism.

6
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Given these limitations of the traditional conception _f educational

cr ticism, it is time we considered what type of evidence will best help

teachers. "Vivid rendering" adds an important vantage point to the perspe ives

available to educe_ onal researchers, but it is doubtful that it communicates

effectively with teachers. Despite Jackson's generation-old call to try and

understand the world -f teaching as teachers see it (20), we haVe made r latively

little progress in this regard--even in qualitative approaches such As

educational criticism. The "language" of outsiders has frequently done mor

condemn teachers than to reeducate them.

Educational criticism has seldom been written with the teacher as primary

audience. Can criticism be cast in terms of the "lived" curriculum that teadus

experience (21)? What would criticism grounded in the teacher's world view W

like? Does it entail abandoning connoisseurship/critic s_ for some model of

collaborative research?

Criticism grounded in the teacher's concerns would not necessarily _ res1tin

the familiar written (or videotaped) repo instead, it might employ the skills

of the connoisseur/critic--particularly the abilities to detect nuance and

subtlety--in process. Reeducation of the teacher's perceptions would be

incremental over the course of the critic's visits. The critic's ability

discern patterns of classroom life would be joined with the teacher's

"embeddedness...in the here-and-now" (22). In Noddings' apt phrase, the data

would be "-utually constructed" (23). Connoisseurship/criticism skill of tfle

highest order would be required in such a continuing dialogue with the te.acher.

In my view, such an extension of the notions of connoisseurship and

criticism would retain the vital element of an outside perspective. It would

still offer a mirror for practitioners. While moving closer to models of

_

collaborative research, connoisseurship would clearly still be required
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dialogue between critic and teacher is to _ be as richo p lot=ole. Moreover,

connoisseur/critics may well derive "descriptive terms that rvay provide a

language for insiders and outsiders alike" (24).

In Ms. Ladd's case, the evidence probably wouldbe differ=rent from a written

report for a learned journal. (I would rush to add that it ehinaould not be

different in the sense of multiple reports.) The former wou1d. i be rooted in the

teacher's lived experience, the pa_ erns of her praaice the demandd for action.

For example -hat differences does she see between her curricu&ilum practice in

geography and in other subjects? What types of changes would be required to

bring geography into line with other subjects? Thesequestiomms are more in the

manner of an invitation to think these things throughjeintly than the formal

rendering of a judgment. Certainly the evidence prmided to L7-he teacher should

also provide food for reflection--but reflection thatlmgins m6.4ith her questions

and concerns, not the concerns of academe (25).

IV

Two final observations seem warranted. Unfortunately, ciALme requires that I

simply,raise them as issues. First, this broadenedvhw of tkiie conduct of

educational criticism implies somewhat uncnnventional .aducatibnal

theory. That is the role of theory, in this schameg thingee5, is not to define

educational problemsbut to make sense of the probho once t=he connoisseur

locates them.

Second, we need to recognize that critic and tucher may not always see

eye-to-eye. For many reasons, practitioners may simply not vaelcome Alat the

connoisseur discerns: collegiality is no guaranteeofagreeme__-t. The critic's

well-meaning attempt to see the world through the _ativels eyelm_ still falls short

of c native view. Inevitably outsiders bring their unvalues= to a setting, and



even attempts to render "what is in the teachers' mind" (26) surely cannot always

succeed. As Antoinette Oberg and Lonnis McElroy note, their collegial work with

teachers has depended on some shared assumptions be ween critic and teacher (27).

In conclusion, I am not suggesting that we abandon traditional conceptions

of educational criticism. We researchers need as many perspectives on

educational problems as we can conceive of illuminative lens to provide those

perspectives. But I am suggesting that we seriously entertain the use

educational criticism for purposes that have seldom been practically addressed to

date. In particular, I believe that the kind of evidence that communicates to

teachers must take as its starting point the concerns of those teachers. Then we

can truly say that the connoisseur is making his insights public.
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